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1 Introduction

In this work, my goal is to train a computational model to detect stress in Bengali using
data from a speech corpus and then compare my results against existing accounts of Bengali
stress which differ in their analyses.

Stress refers to the relative prominence of portions of an utterance (Liberman and Prince
1977). It has also been defined as the linguistic manifestation of rhythmic structure (Liber-
man 1975, Liberman and Prince 1977). Hayes (1995) explains this further and states that
in stress languages, “every utterance has a rhythmic structure that serves as a framework
for that utterance’s phonological and phonetic realization” (8). However, any formal theory
of stress has to account for considerable cross-linguistic variation and the different acoustic
correlates of stress such as duration and intensity.

Hayes (1980) proposed that stress patterns can be classified into two different types:
quantity-insensitive stress systems and quantity-sensitive stress systems. Quantity-insensitive
systems are those in which syllable weight is not relevant in conditioning stress placement.
Gordon (2011) gives the example of the Australian language Maranungku as an example
of a quantity-insensitive stress system. In this language, the primary stress falls on the first
syllable of a word and secondary stress docks on the remaining odd-numbered syllables, as
seen in examples (1 – 4) from Tryon 1970.

(1) "tiralk
‘saliva’

(2) "mæræpæt
‘beard’

(3) "jaNarmata
‘the Pleiades’

(4) "Naltirititi
‘tongue’

Conversely, in quantity-sensitive stress systems, stress is sensitive to syllable weight.
Yana (Sapir and Swadesh 1960) is an example of one such language. In this language, stress
falls on the leftmost heavy syllable (CVV or CVC), otherwise the initial syllable receives
stress, as seen in examples (5) – (8).

(5) "p’udiwi
‘women’

(6) si"bumk’ai
‘sandstone’

(7) su"k’o:niya:
‘name of Indian tribe’
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(8) tsini"ja:
‘no’

In this work I am focusing on Bengali, which has been classified as both a quantity-
insensitive system by Hayes and Lahiri (1991) and as a quantity-sensitive system by Shaw
(1984). There is no agreement on the stress pattern in Bengali but all studies agree that
stress in Bengali is predictable (Hayes and Lahiri 1991, Shaw 1984, Das 2001).

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, I provide a brief overview about Bengali
and the existing accounts of stress in Bengali and in Section 3 I explain the main objective
behind this study. Next, I discuss relevant background information about my approach, the
speech corpus, toolkits and give an overview of how my model is trained to detect stress
cues in Bengali in Section 4. Lastly, I present my results in Section 5 and end with a
discussion of the results in Section 6.

2 Background

2.1 Bengali

As per Ethnologue (Lewis et al. 2015), Bengali is an Indo-Aryan language with over
180,000,000 speakers, spoken mainly in India and Bangladesh.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the phonemic inventory for Bengali (adapted from Khan
2011). The consonant inventory consists of stops in three series (voiceless, voiced, as-
pirated) and three places of articulation (labial, coronal, dorsal). There are seven vowels
and the vowel quality does not change in stressed positions.

Bilabial
Labio-
dental

Dental Alveolar
Post-

alveolar
Velar Glottal

Plosive
p b

ph bh
t” d”

t”h d”h
ú ã

úh ãh
k g

kh gh

Affricate
Ù Ã

Ùh Ãh

Nasal m n N
Fricative s S h

Approximant r
Lateral

approximant
l

Figure 1: Bengali consonant inventory.
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Figure 2: Bengali vowel inventory (Khan 2011).

According to Grierson’s (1930) survey, there are 8 dialects of Bengali, including some
(such as the ones spoken in Chakma, Chittagonia, Sylheti) which have been considered
different languages with differing phonemic inventories, allophony, and inflectional mor-
phology (Gordon 2005). In this paper, I only use data from the Standard Colloquial Bengali
(SCB) dialect of Bengali.

Bengali can be divided intro three lexical strata, and syllabification patterns vary across
the different strata in Bengali. Modelled after Ito and Mester’s (1995) core-periphery anal-
ysis of the lexical strata in Japanese, Kar (2009) presents a stratification system for the Ben-
gali lexicon. In his analysis, Kar explains how the syllable structure constraints are ranked
differently at each stratum to give us different syllable shapes for each lexical stratum. He
proposes that Bengali can be divided into the following three strata:

• Tadbhaba: These are the native Bengali words, rooted in Sanskrit and Prakit and this
stratum is named the Native Bangla (NB) stratum. E.g., kaúh ‘wood’, phul ‘flower’, etc.
The syllable shape is of the form CV(C).

• Tatsama: These are words borrowed directly from Sanskrit and this stratum is named
the Sanskrit Borrowings (SB) stratus. E.g., gram ‘village’, kobi ‘poet’, Ùahid”a ‘de-
mand’, snan ‘bath’ etc. The syllable shape is of the form C(C)V(C).

• Deshi o Bideshi: These are words borrowed from Indian (deshi) and foreign (bideshi)
languages and this stratum is named the Other Borrowings (OB) stratum. E.g., anarOS
‘pineapple’ (from Portugese ananas), burÃoa ‘middle class’ (from French bourgeois),
ast”e ‘slowly’ (from Persian ahistah), rikSa ‘rickshaw’ (from Japanese rikiSa), haSpat”al
‘hospital’ (from English), hOrot”al ‘strike’ (from Gujarati hOút”al). The syllable shape is
of the form C(C)V(C)(C).

Thus, we can see that in NB stratum, only syllables with simple onsets and simple
codas are allowed; in the SB stratum, syllables with complex onsets and simple codas are
allowed; and in the OB stratum, the syllable with complex onsets and complex codas are
allowed. Chatterji (1921) mentions that distribution of stress varies between native Bengali
words and Sanskrit borrowings.

2.2 Word-level Stress in Bengali

While there is general consensus that Bengali has fixed and non-contrastive word-level
stress, more than one analysis has been proposed in the literature. There are at least two
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formal accounts about the pattern of primary stress in Bengali and each of them paints a
different picture.1 They differ in their approaches (namely, a quantity insensitive account
versus a quantity sensitive account of stress) and also regarding the default placement of
stress.

Proposal 1: Hayes and Lahiri (1991) follow a quantity insensitive account of stress,
stating that the first syllable is stressed in Bengali and it is an inviolable rule. Thus, in
examples (9) – (14), the first syllables ba, SO, a, go, ãhu, and ma, respectively receive stress.
They base their analysis on previous accounts of Chatterji (1921) and Klaiman (1987).
Other sources agree with their explanation (Anderson 1920, Goswami 1944, Ferguson and
Chowdhury 1960, Bykova 1981, Kawasaki and Shattuck-Hufnagel 1988, Fitzpatrick-Cole
and Lahiri 1997, Lahiri and Fitzpatrick-Cole 1999, Michaels and Nelson 2004, Selkirk
2007).

(9) "bari
‘house’

(10) "SOmaj
‘society’

(11) "anOnd”o
‘happiness’

(12) "golapi
‘pink’

(13) "ãhukeÙhilo
‘entered’

(14) "makhieÙhilen
‘you had mashed’

Proposal 2: Shaw (1984) expresses a view that departs from the standard account,
as seen described above. He presents a quantity sensitive account of stress in Bengali,
proposing that stress falls only on the first syllable if it is heavy, otherwise it is assigned to
the second syllable. In this account, a closed syllable (CVC) constitutes a heavy syllable.
In (15) – (17), the first syllables are heavy (closed) and thus, sON, bak, and d”ap receive
primary stress respectively, whereas in (18) – (20) the first syllable is not heavy, so the
second syllable kaS, bi, and buÃ receive stress, respectively.

(15) "sONSar
‘family’

(16) "bakSoúa
‘the box’

(17) "d”apt”ar
‘office’

1Secondary stress in Bengali is not discussed in this paper since there is debate regarding its existence in
Bengali.
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(18) a"kaS
‘sky’

(19) ko"bit”a
‘poem’

(20) So"buÃ
‘green’

If we compare Proposal 1 and Proposal 2, there is an overlap in their prediction for the
distribution of stress. If the first syllable of a word is heavy, then both proposals predict
that it receives primary stress, as in (21). However, when the first syllable is light, the two
accounts diverge. According to Proposal 1, the first syllable would still receives stress, as in
(22). On the other hand, according to Proposal 2, the second syllable would receive stress
instead of the first syllable as in (23).

(21) "kalpOnik
‘imaginary’

(22) "bat”aSa
‘type of candy’

(23) ba"t”aSa
‘type of candy’

The two proposals can also be compared with respect to a metrical foot-based ap-
proach (Hayes 1995). Both of these proposals would use the constraint ranking ALL-FT-L
>>PARSE-SYL. However, the foot forms would be different. For Proposal 1 the foot would
be a syllabic trochee with the form "(σ)σσσ . On the other hand, for Proposal 2, the foot
would be a quantity-sensitive iamb of the form (σ "σ)σσ .

There could be various reasons for the discrepancy seen in these distribution patterns.
Apart from Hayes and Lahiri (1991) who used duration and intensity as acoustic correlates
of stress to analyze Bengali waveforms, the other studies were mostly impressionistic. They
were based exclusively on auditory cues and did not consider phonetic correlates of stress
to support their account. Additionally, all of the data does not come from the same dialect
and regional variation could be influencing the proposed distribution.

3 Objective

Bengali is classified as a stress language (Hayes 1995) and stress can be word-initial or
it can depend on the weight, i.e., heavy syllables receive primary stress (as described in
Section 2.2). My goal is to use data from a speech corpus to provide evidence in support of
one account over another using a computational model. Thus, I want to do the following:

• Train an ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) system to detect stress cues in a speech
corpus,

• Test the existing formal accounts of stress against empirical results from the speech
corpus.
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4 Methodology

The following subsections provide an overview about finite-state models, the Bengali speech
corpus, toolkits, and the models used to detect stress cues.

4.1 Finite-state Approach

A finite state model makes use of the concept of finite state machines (FSM) or finite state
automata (FSA). It is conceived as an abstract machine that can be in one of a finite number
of states. In Figure 3 we have an example of a simple FSM with three states such that S0 is
the start state and S2 is the final state. We could go directly from S0 to S2 or transition via
S1.

S0

S1

S2

Figure 3: A FSM with 3 states.

Finite state models have been effectively used to represent various aspects of compu-
tational phonology and morphology. The application of finite-state methods in phonology
and morphology was first proposed by Karttunen (1993), based on Johnson (1970) and Ka-
plan and Kay (1980)’s insight about phonological rewrite rules being represented as finite
state operations. Karttunen gives us the following example of vowel back harmony in a
FSM as seen in Figure 4. The upper and lower parts of the machine are represented as x:y,
respectively and can correspond to the underlying form (x) and the surface representation
respectively (y).

Figure 4: FSM for back harmony (Kartunnen 1993).

While there are no existing works incorporating a finite state approach to modelling
stress, Karttunen’s subsequent work on Finnish prosody utilized FSMs (Karttunen 2006)
and Gildea and Jurafsky (1995)’s work on representing English phonological rules in a
finite state model are some good examples of using finite state methods to give further
insight into phonological patterning. For example, Figure 5 illustrates an FSM for bat,
batter, and band with the underlying and surface representations.
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Figure 5: FSM for English words bat, batter, and band (Gildea and Jurafsky 1995).

4.2 Data

The data for this experiment comes from Shruti (Mandal et al. 2011, Das et al. 2011), a
Bengali speech corpus. It has been recorded, transcribed, and maintained at Indian Insti-
tute of Technology, Kharagpur. The speech corpus consists of utterances from 34 native
speakers of Standard Colloquial Bengali as they read out news articles from Anandabazar
Patrika, a popular Bengali newspaper in Kolkata. It contains 7,383 unique sentences, a total
of 22,012 words, and 21.64 hours of recorded speech. The percentages of male and female
speakers are 75% and 25% respectively and their ages vary between 20 years to 40 years.

4.3 Toolkits

The two toolkits that I use for my experiment are OpenFST and Kaldi, discussed in the
following subsections.

4.3.1 OpenFST

OpenFST is a weighted finite-state toolkit created by Allauzen et al. (2007). It consists of a
library for constructing, combining, optimizing, and searching weighted finite-state trans-
ducers (FSTs). A finite state transducer is a finite state automaton whose state transitions
are labeled with both input and output labels. A weighted transducer places weights on tran-
sitions in addition to the input and output labels. Mohri et al. (2002) explain that weights
may include probabilities, duration, or any other quantity that accumulates along the paths
to determine the overall weight of mapping an input sequence to an output sequence and
thus, they explain that weighted finite state transducers are a natural choice to represent the
finite state modelling prevalent in speech processing.

4.3.2 Kaldi

Kaldi, created by Povey et al. (2011), is a free, open source ASR toolkit for acoustic mod-
elling research, written in C++, and it provides a speech recognition system based on finite-
state transducers. It aims at converting speech signal into readable text in real time. To
accomplish this goal, we give Kaldi the speech signal files, the transcripts of the corpora
to be analyzed, along with a phonetic dictionary (a list of words with their phonetic tran-
scriptions) for each corpus, and a list of phones of the language as input. The system will
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train the data, and will generate output files that contain the aligned utterances (wave files),
as well as decoded files (i.e., text files) that contain the utterances decoded after having
been aligned. Kaldi utilizes MFCCs (Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients) which are non-
linearly-spaced frequency bands, which are a close approximation of the human auditory
systems response (Hasan et al. 2004). It is compiled against the OpenFST library and uses
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to train the data.

Finite state machines (discussed in Section 3.1) can be represented as HMMs and these
HMMs are used to model systems that are assumed to be Markov Processes which con-
tain hidden (unobserved) states. HMMs explicitly map between the acoustic correlates in a
speech corpus and lexicons with stress markings, thereby providing a framework for mod-
eling time-varying feature vectors of a speech sound. HMMs have been successfully used
in speech recognition problems for a few decades now.

An HMM with a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) state-output distribution can be
used to model the asymmetric and multi-modal data of the speech corpus. GMMs are a
commonly used estimate of the probability density function used in statistical classification
systems (Reynolds and Rose 1995). Thus, the HMM models the temporal data as a se-
quence of states and states are defined as separate GMMs and in this way, the HMM creates
a sequence of GMMs to explain the input data, as seen in the figure below:

Figure 6: An HMM-GMM for speech recognition (Povey et al. 2011).
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For the purposes of the present study, only the aligned files are relevant. Kaldi uses
Baye’s rule to predict the most likely utterance for a given speech signal (Povey et al. 2011):

P(S|audio) =
p(audio|S)P(S)

p(audio)

where:

• P(S|audio) – the most likely sentence: given a test utterance, the S that maximizes
P(S|audio) is picked;

• p(audio|S) – sentence-dependent statistical model of audio production, trained from
data;

• S – the sequence of words;

• P(S) a language model (LM), i.e., an n-gram model or a probabilistic grammar;

• p(audio) – normalizer;

In Kaldi, strings are sequences of symbols: Kaldi uses Weighed Finite State Acceptors
(WFSA) to accept strings, i.e., a string is accepted when there is a minimum-cost path
containing the sequence of symbols from the initial to the final state of the machine. Kaldi’s
training and decoding algorithms use Weighted Finite State Transducers (WFST).

4.4 System Architecture

I train a HMM-GMM model to accurately align words from the speech corpus, Shruti to
demonstrate the position of stress in Bengali. Using the ASR system Kaldi, the sound
waves from the corpus are converted to their corresponding vector representations. Through
OpenFST, a finite state model is trained on a phonetic dictionary to map these vector rep-
resentations to the transcript of a utterance. The model outputs alignments to demonstrate
the mappings.

Figure 7: Overview of training process.

Extending this concept, I train two models iteratively on different phonetic dictionaries
based on the Shruti speech corpus, as illustrated by the schematic diagram in Figure 7.
Kaldi uses duration and intensity as the acoustic correlates of stress and stress is marked
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following the conventions of the CMU phonetic dictionary (Weide 1998) with ‘1’ beside a
phoneme indicating primary stress.

Both the models are given an unambiguous phonetic dictionary at the first training
stage. In stage one, Model 1 trains on a phonetic dictionary with the first syllable marked
for stress and Model 2 trains on a phonetic dictionary with the second syllable marked for
stress. Then, the trained models are given an ambiguous phonetic dictionary which has each
word with its stressed variants and unstressed variant, as seen in Figure 8 and 9.

Figure 8: Phonetic dictionary for Model 1. Figure 9: Phonetic dictionary for Model 2.

In stage two, Model 1 and Model 2 have to choose between the different versions based
on what it has learned through the training data in the first stage to produce the alignments
mapping the sound waves to the utterances. My hypothesis is that if the learning is entirely
probabilistic, then Model 1 and Model 2 will consistently choose the variants of the word
with the first syllable and the second syllable marked for stress respectively. However, if
the models have learned to detect stress after the first round of training, it will predict a
different distribution based on the data and thereby, it learns to predict the distribution of
the stressed phoneme.

5 Results

The results from Kaldi are in the form of alignments which map the sound waves to the
utterances. The images below show excerpts from the two sets of Kaldi alignments. The
stress cues detected by Kaldi are highlighted in red.
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Figure 10: Alignments for Model 1.

Figure 11: Alignments for Model 2.

I compare both sets of alignments with respect to the percentage of stress cues detected.
The percentages are given in the bar graph below:

Figure 12: Comparison of stress placement between two models.
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With the total of 7,934 utterances, Model 1 detected stress in 86.47% of the utterances
and Model 2 detected stress in 72.43% of the utterances. Although initially trained on
different phonetic dictionaries, in stage two both models detected stress on both the first
syllable and second syllable. From the bar graph, we can see that Model 1 (trained on
the first syllable in stage one) chooses the variant with second syllable stressed 44.76%
across the utterances. Furthermore, while Model 2 (trained on the second syllable in stage
one) predominantly chooses the variant with the second syllable stressed, it also chooses
the variant with the first syllable stressed 20.96% across the utterances. This indicates that
stress assignment is not restricted to the first syllable.

6 Conclusion

Thus, using an ASR system (Kaldi) I train finite state models to detect stress cues in a speech
corpus and test the existing accounts of stress against results from the corpus. The results
illustrate that the model detects stress cues on the initial syllable and the second syllable
which strongly suggests that word-level stress assignment is not strictly word-initial. Thus,
this agrees with Shaw’s account (Proposal 2) over Hayes and Lahiri’s account (Proposal 1).

Furthermore, the final results cannot be explained by the training probabilities alone. If
the learning was entirely probabilistic, Model 1 and Model 2 would simply choose the vari-
ants they were trained on, i.e., the first syllable and second syllable respectively. However,
since the models detected stress in positions they were not trained on, it illustrates that the
models learned to detect stress cues in this study.

The final results do not definitively support the quantity sensitive account of stress,
as proposed by Shaw. These models were trained without any cues about syllabification
and that could be one reason why certain words were assigned primary stress on the first
syllable in certain contexts and on the second syllable in another context. Word-medial
clusters could either be a complex onset or it could be split up into the coda of a preceding
syllable and the onset of the following syllable. Depending on the syllabification, this would
lead to a syllable being classified as heavy or not and thus would affect the distribution of
stress, as per the quantity-sensitive account.

As discussed earlier in Section 2.1, syllabification patterns vary across different strata
in Bengali (Kar 2009) and it has been suggested that the distribution of stress could also
vary across these strata (Chatterji 1921). One possibility could be that stress assignment is
strictly word-initial in one stratum but quantity sensitive in another stratum.

However, the speech corpus Shruti has over 22,000 words and they are not tagged with
the strata they belong in. Stratal information in Bengali is not readily available and future
work in this area could include hand-tagging the lexicon with the stratal information and
comparing the alignments of words within each stratum to test the distribution of stress for
each stratum.

Thus, overall we can see that finite state models can be trained to detect prosodic and
suprasegmental features in natural language and provide insight into phonological pattern-
ing. In the case of Bengali, the results suggest the stress assignment is not strictly word-
initial, as previously suggested in the literature.
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